Priest Rules Brief
Priests deal with mythic crises, recruit heroes, and
manipulate the wrath of the Gods for the benefit of
Atlantis and their faction. Priests are responsible for:
 tracking Doom and Wrath scores


tracking oaths and alliances



acting as faction treasurer for both Talents and
Tyche tokens



Divine Favour and Divine Wrath special action
cards.

Background Note: The Colossus of Atlantis is set after
the Titanomachy (the war between the Titans and Zeus
and his siblings/children), during the Olympian age, but
before the Theban and Trojan wars. The Olympian
pantheon rules from Mount Olympus (or the
Underworld), but it is still an age of heroes and mythic
monsters.

What Does Doom Represent?
Doom represents a slow corruption of the virtues of
Atlantis. As Doom increases so does the anger of the
Gods. Each faction has its own Doom score. The Atlantis
Doom score is the sum of all the faction Doom scores.
In the Diplomacy Round, Factions bid Doom to gain
Tyche Tokens. Each team has its own process for
determining these bids (see your faction brief for
details). Each faction gets one Tyche token per faction it
outbids, place a number of Tyche tokens equal to the
Act number.
Background Note: A Doom bid of zero represents a virtuous and honourable life, in which lies never
cross your lips and no misdeed is done by your hands. A Doom bid of 1-30 represents business as usual
in the politics if life, with white lies, misdirection and greedy exploitation of opportunities. A Doom Bid
of 30-70 represents a life of constant deceit and betrayal and major corruption. Doom Bids of 71-100+
represent acts of deliberate evil, assassinations, sacrilegious deeds and plots to overthrow the sacred
order of the world.

Divine Wrath
The Divine Wrath score represents how angry the Gods are with the mortals of Atlantis. Priests can
manipulate this wrath to direct divine punishment against individuals and communities with
appropriate Divine Favour Special Action cards.
Divine Wrath is represented as a number from 0 to 250. The Divine Wrath effect is equal to the
current Divine Wrath score divided by 50, rounded up. This number is added to the effect of Divine
Favour Special Action cards, and to the difficulty of all future mythic crises. For example, if the Divine
Wrath score is 52, divided by 50 this is 1.02, which rounds up to +2.

When Divine Wrath reaches each threshold of 50 points, Control will trigger a major mythic crisis that
threatens Atlantis at the start of the next Priest Phase. Such a crises represents a situation of both
danger and opportunity.
The Atlantis Doom score is used to determine increases in the Divine Wrath score. Control will divide
current Atlantis Doom by 100 (round up). For example, if the Atlantis Doom score is 214, divided by
100 this is 2.14, which rounds up to three.

Divine Wrath Increase Triggers
The following actions trigger an increase in Divine Wrath:
 the start of each Diplomacy Round


each time a player breaks a sacred oath (a promise that invoked one or more of the Gods)



each time a faction breaks a sacred league (i.e. an alliance based on sacred oaths)



each Sacrifice Phase where no festival sacrifices are made on behalf of Atlantis, or the sacrifice
is insufficient to appease the Gods



each Sacrifice Phase where no sacrifices are made to seek divine favour



anytime the Divine Favour deck for a God is exhausted, or the Oracle deck runs out of cards
(“thou shalt not hoard favours”)



any other player action that Control believes will anger the Gods (e.g. destroying a temple).

Priest Sequence of Play
High Priests follow the following order of play during action rounds:
1. Debate Phase – debate crises and plan sacrifices
2. Commitment Phase – secretly allocate resources to an action
3. Bluff Phase: reveal action cards and calculate sacrifice value
4. Festival Phase – sacrifices for Atlantis
5. Oracle Phase – dedicate trophies at Delphi
6. Recruitment Phase – recruit heroes for your faction
7. Blessings Phase – sacrifices for divine favours for your faction
8. Quest Phase – resolve mythic quests.

Debate Phase
Control announces any new mythic crises. Priests spend time conferring on mythic crises, other game
events, and debating how the Priests of Atlantis should respond. The Debate Phase lasts for two
minutes.
The following Priest actions exist:
 Bluff


Atlantis Festival Sacrifice



Oracle Dedication Sacrifice



Recruit Hero



Divine Favour Sacrifice



Solo Quest (requires Hero)



Group Quest (requires Hero).

Commitment Phase
Each Priest chooses one Priest action, places it
face down, and commits any sacrificed
resources (Talents, Tyche, Trade tokens, or a
Hero) on top of the card. If you have a Temple
and wish to use its bonus, place the Temple
marker on top of the action as well.
Each Priest action can be used once per Action
Round by a Priest. Exception: the Bluff card
can be used any number of times in the same
Action Round.
Note: you should have used the time in the
Debate Phase to figure out what you were
going to bid in the Commitment Phase.

Bluff Phase
Reveal all Priest action cards. Return Bluff
cards and any resources allocated to them to
your hand. Leave other action cards face up
until the start of the Diplomacy Round.
The value of all Festival, Oracle, Recruit, and Sacrifice actions is calculated as follows:
 One per Talent spent


One per Trade token, exception: Wine tokens are worth two



Temples (value depends on the construction cost)



Plus the value of one Hero officiating at the sacrifice.

Each Temple can be used for one action per Action Round.

Atlantis Festival Phase
If no one makes a festival sacrifice to the Gods, increase Divine Wrath.
Perform religious duties and appropriate sacrifices in Atlantis, in accordance with ancient customs and
traditions.
 Combine all of the festival sacrifices made by different Priests in this Action Phase.


If the combined festival sacrifice is greater than the festival last sacrifice, the Gods are happy
and Wrath does not increase.



If the sacrifice is not successfully made, increase Divine Wrath and reduce the required
sacrifice level by the Act number.

For example, it is Act III and the Sacrifice total is 19. A Priest sacrificed two Talents, which is woefully
insufficient to please the Gods. Divine Wrath is increased, and the festival sacrifice score is reduced to
16.
Note: there is no benefit to individual players from successful religious festivals, but Control may
consider it as a factor when awarding Arête tokens at the start of the Diplomacy Round.

Oracle Dedication Phase
If no one makes a dedication to the
Delphic Oracle, increase Divine Wrath.
Players dedicate trophies (represented by
sacrificed game resources) at Delphi to
gain favour with the Oracle who can grant
hints of the future:
 a zero dedication sacrifice does not
gain Oracle cards


all dedication sacrifices of one or
more resources gain Oracle cards
equal to the Act number



the player(s) with the highest
dedication sacrifice gains one bonus Oracle card.

If there are no Oracle cards left in the deck, increase Divine Wrath.
Oracle cards have the following uses for different player roles:
 Archon: secretly look at the top card of one event deck.


Engineer: can ask for one specific letter tile from the bag, rather one random letter tiles.



Herald: can be used to ask a player a question they must give a truthful yes/no answer to.



Strategos: play to reallocate one pile of Stratagem tokens in one Strategy phase (including back
into faction reserve holding box).



Priest: look at the top card of a Divine Favour deck before choosing a deck to draw from.

Recruit Hero Phase
Recruiting a hero costs one or more Talents. Draw a hero card from the deck. Write the number of
Talents spent in the “Bribe Box” on the hero card (higher is better as it makes it harder for other
actions to bribe your hero).
If all heroes are in play, no further heroes can be recruited.
Heroes are useful in all the subgames. You will want to recruit as many as possible, improve them on
quests, and distribute them among your other team members.

Blessing Sacrifice Phase
Make sacrifices to gain divine favours from the Gods. Compare the sacrifice totals (calculated as
above):
 Lowest blessings sacrifice – gain one divine favour card


Highest blessings sacrifice – gain three divine favour cards



Other blessings sacrifice – gain two divine favour cards.

If no one sacrifices to the Gods, increase Divine Wrath.

Quest Phase
Quests are the way of improving a hero’s value, which makes them more useful in the game. Quests
are risky, and heroes can die. They can also be required to deal with mythic crises that threaten
Atlantis. Mythic quests introduced by Control may have additional rewards or complications in
addition to the standard quest options.
There are two types of quest, solo and group. Group quests are only possible when a mythic event
allows them. All heroes assigned to group quests join the same band.
Tyche tokens can be spent to gain bonus dice on most quest actions. Each Tyche token grants a d6
bonus, with a maximum of three bonus dice per action.
Solo Quest
Choose to quest in the Wilderness, Mount Olympus, the Underworld, or Tarterus. Roll 3d6 on the
appropriate table below. Each complication can be chosen once on a single quest. Each hero can only
do one successful ascension of Mount Olympus.
Standard Wilderness Quest (do not add hero value to the dice roll)
Roll 3d6

Outcome

Effect

14+

Success

Standard roll: Increase hero value by +1
Double roll: Increase hero value by +2
Triple roll: Increase hero value by +3

13

Disaster!

Standard roll: Choose one complication
Double roll: Choose two complications
Triple roll: Choose three complications

3-12

Success with complications Standard roll: Increase hero value by +1
Double roll: Increase hero value by +2
Triple roll: Increase hero value by +3
And choose complications in number equal to the
increase in leader value.

Complications
 Increase Faction Doom score by the number rolled on the dice
 Increase Divine Wrath
 Hero Wounded (mark token)
 Hero Dies if wounded (place in Underworld)
 Spend a Tyche token
 Unleash a monster onto the main map!

You must spend a Tyche token to attempt the perilous ascent of Mount Olympus. This token does not
grant a bonus die. You can only attempt to ascend Mount Olympus once for each Hero.
Ascension to Mount Olympus Quest (add total hero value to the 3d6 roll)
Roll 3d6

Outcome

Effect

14+

Success – hero is
recognized as a demigod!

Standard roll: Increase hero value by +3
Double roll: Double hero value
Triple roll: Triple hero value

13

Disaster!

Hero is instantly killed unless you have an appropriate
divine favour special action card. Increase faction Doom
score by 13.

3-12

Turned back

Standard roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +1
Double roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +2
Triple roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +3
And choose complications in number equal to the
increase in Divine Wrath:

Complications
 Increase Faction Doom score by the number rolled on the die
 Increase Atlantis Doom score by the number rolled on the die
 Hero is imprisoned in Tartarus
 Hero dies
 Double the Divine Wrath increase.

You must spend a Talent to pay the ferryman in order to enter the Underworld.
Quest to the Underworld to Return the Dead to Life (add total hero value to the 3d6 roll)
Roll 3d6

Outcome

Effect

14+

Success

Resurrect a dead hero as a member of your faction, or
continue onwards to Tartarus in a future hero quest.

13

Disaster!

Hero is instantly killed unless you have an appropriate
divine favour special action card. Increase faction Doom
score by 13.

3-12

Turned back

Standard roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +1
Double roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +2
Triple roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +3
And choose complications in number equal to the
increase in Divine Wrath:

Complications
 Double the Divine Wrath increase
 Triple the Divine Wrath increase
 Increase Atlantis Doom score by the number rolled on the die
 Hero remains trapped in the underworld, roll to escape as a future hero quest
 Hero is imprisoned in Tartarus!
 All curses targeted at your faction in the next Diplomacy Round succeed.

In order to enter Tartarus, a hero must have successfully ventured into the Underworld in a previous
quest action. You may add +1 to your die roll for each Tyche token you spend. The maximum number
of Tyche tokens you can spend is equal to your faction Arête.
Quest to Tartarus to free prisoners (add total hero value to the 3d6 roll)
Roll 3d6

Outcome

Effect

14+

Success

Free one prisoner from Tartarus.

13 or less

Disaster!

Hero is instantly killed unless you have an appropriate
divine favour special action card. Increase faction Doom
score by 13, and:
Standard roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +1
Double roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +2
Triple roll: Increase Divine Wrath by +3
And choose complications in number equal to the
increase in Divine Wrath:

Complications
 Release Typhon, devourer of cities (see Mythic Crisis card for details)
 Release Echidna, mother of monsters (see Mythic Crisis card for details)
 Increase Divine Wrath by the number rolled on the dice!
 Increase Faction Doom score by 13 plus the number rolled on the dice
 Increase Atlantis Doom score by 13 plus the number rolled on the dice.

Group Quest
Some mythic crises require group quests to resolve. A band of heroes needs at least two Priests to
play a Group Quest Action card in the same Phase. Each player with a hero on the quest makes one
roll on the table below. Add the hero value to the roll. The number of successes required to complete
the quest is equal to the Act number, plus the Wrath modifier (e.g. Wrath 0-49 is +0, 50-99 is +1,
Wrath 100-149 is +2, etc)
Group Quests (each participating hero makes a 3d6 roll, adding hero value, each hero can spend
Tyche tokens to boost their own roll. Each roll is assessed seperately.)
Roll 3d6

Outcome

Effect

14+

Success

Standard roll: one success
Double roll: two successes
Triple roll: three successes

13

Disaster!

Responsible hero takes one wound.
Standard roll: lose one success.
Double roll: lose two successes.
Triple roll: lose three successes.
Choose complications equal to the number of successes
lost.

3-12

Success with complications Gain one success…
Standard roll: … and one complication
Double roll: … and two complications
Triple roll: … and three complications

Complications
 Trigger event specific complication.
 Hero dies.
 Increase Divine Wrath by the number rolled on the dice.
 Unleash a monster onto the main map!

Diplomacy Round
At the start of the Diplomacy Round, refresh all Priest actions. Control will award Arête tokens to
Priests based on their performance during the Action Round.

Magic Actions
In the Diplomacy Round, priests can interact with Control to do magic actions. There are two types of
magic actions, Theurgy, and Curses. All magic actions cost one Tyche token.
Theurgy Magic
Theurgy magic is defensive magic. It protects people, places or objects from magical harm, including
divine wrath. Theurgy magic creates a ward (this would be an amulet for a person, or boundary stones
carved with magic symbols for a city, etc). Wards are represented with star stickers (on name tag,
laminated map, etc).
Curse Magic
Curse magic is used to restrain or inhibit a target player or hero, not to destroy them. Curse magic is
unreliable and can backfire. To create a curse tablet (Katadesonoi):
1. Get pen and blank paper
2. The written curse must name the target, name the Gods of the underworld being invoked, and
specify the action you seek.
3. You must sign the document.
4. Place the curse in the “underworld” (a ballot box).
Example of a curse: “I bind [name of target] before [name of God(s)] in lead and wax. [God] restrain
[target]! May [target] be unsuccessful! As this corpse is cold and lifeless, so may [target] become cold
and lifeless.”
Control will adjudicate the effect of all curses, usually in the Diplomacy Round when they have more
time. As curses are pulled from the underworld at random, it may be some time before your curse is
triggered, if ever.
Background note: Gods of the underworld: include Hermes, Ge (Gaia), Hecate, Persephone, Hades,
Demeter. The main categories of effect found in historic curse tablets are:
 Commercial curses (for debts, unsuccessful voyages, stolen goods, etc)


Curses against athletes and public performances



Amatory curses (both separation and aphrodisiac)



Judicial curses (bind the tongues in court, justice for wrongs, force confession from culprit,
giving over justice and compensation to the Gods).

